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Premium Exterior Vinyl Finishes



* Colors shown are approximate due to printing limitations. 

Cover Image: Tuscany with Ivory Exterior

Introducing Milgard 
Premium Exterior 
Vinyl Finishes.

Premium Vinyl
Finish Options

Now, Tuscany®, Montecito®, and 

Style Line™ Series windows give you 

more design flexibility with seven 

premium and two standard exterior 

colors. These same colors are also 

available on both Tuscany and 

Montecito patio doors. These beautiful 

colors enhance curb appeal while 

delivering the quality and durability 

you’ve come to expect from Milgard.

The color choices may be new, but lead 

times are still half the time of many 

other window manufacturers because 

Milgard manufactures locally.

Ivory Finish

White FinishWhite Interior

 Color vision
Premium Exterior Colors

Taupe* Silver*Espresso*Bronze* Light Grey*Chocolate* Ivory*
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White Interior
All windows with Milgard Premium Exterior 
Vinyl Finishes have a white interior. 

Standard Exterior colors are available with 
matching white or tan interiors.  

 Color vision Taupe Finish

Standard Exterior Colors

Tan* White*
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White Finish
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Premium Exterior Vinyl Finishes worthy of the Milgard name. 
Milgard will only put our name on a window if it can live up to our standards. We developed a two-coat formulation that  

outperforms the competition. In fact, this formulation is so durable it meets the same color and gloss performance standards  

as our dependable standard vinyl colors.

Some of our competitors’ paint reflects damaging UV rays, which over time can dull, warp and crack the paint. Milgard Premium 

Exterior Vinyl Finishes, on the other hand, are translucent. New coating technology allows UV rays to pass through Milgard paint 

so that the vinyl reflects the UV rays. This preserves the exterior color and finish.

Durability



Ivory Finish

Complementary grids.

To give you even more design and style choices, Milgard has created two-tone grids. The exterior sides of the grids  

are color coordinated to the exterior frame color.* Like the interior frame, the interior grids are white. 

* With the exception of Light Grey. Light Grey is only available as an SDL. Light Grey Grids Between the Glass styles are not available. 

Color screens extruded to match your windows.

Milgard could have taken the easy route and chosen to paint the screens. Instead, Milgard chose to extrude aluminum 

that matches all Premium Exterior Vinyl Finishes on our Tuscany® windows and doors. This makes the color of Milgard

screens resistant to wearing out or wearing off over time.

Chocolate Finish
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Durability



Thorough testing
Thorough thinking. Thorough testing. Thoroughly durable.
Milgard windows have features that you simply won’t find with our competitors. 
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Hardware that’s powder coated. 

Once again, Milgard opted not to simply paint-to-match. Instead, Milgard went above and beyond by 

choosing to powder coat exterior door hardware. This gives Milgard hardware a superior, durable finish 

that’s made to stand up to daily use and the tests of time.

Taking the extra step with color coordinated aluminum sill covers. 

Milgard sill covers had to be tough enough to withstand daily foot traffic. So rather than paint the sills, 

Milgard extrudes aluminum to complement the Premium Exterior Vinyl Finishes for a more durable finish 

that looks great year after year. 



Thorough testing
Color you can trust from a company you trust, Milgard.  

Milgard conducted thousands of hours of testing of our Premium Exterior Vinyl Finishes. The finishes 

were exposed to extreme conditions, from frigid cold to extreme heat and humidity. Plus, Milgard conducted  

tests to measure the finishes’ reflectivity of solar energy wavelengths including ultraviolet radiation, the visible 

light spectrum and infrared rays. 

The resulting data was impressive. These new finishes are so durable they live up to our stringent  

quality standards.
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Milgard Premium Exterior  
Finishes being exposed to  
extreme heat in testing lab.
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Tuscany®, Style Line™, and Montecito® are trademarks of Milgard Manufacturing, Inc.

Milgard Tuscany, Montecito, and Style Line windows meet criteria for structural integrity and reliable 
performance established by the American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA). Consult 
your Milgard representative for specific test information.
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